
Dear Sen Garth D. Everett, Chair; Sen. Kevin J. Boyle, Democratic Chair; and 

Members of the House State Government Committee: 

I am going to express this as simply as possible. You are being misled to get all 

emotional about "AMENDMENTS " in order to OPEN UP OUR ENTIRE CONSTITUTION 
Via an Art. V Convention! 

An Art V Convention is the "nuclear bomb" of our Constitution. (you are advised by 

the convention salesmen to stop reading right here--this is meant to "scare" you!!!) 
Isn't that what they say? 

An Art V Convention CANNOT be limited to the subject matter of the state 

application! Check with the Congressional Records Service (CRS) if you have 
doubts. Find out! It is available to you! 

Read, PLEASE, DOI, par.2, to learn WHY the states CANNOT control delegates with 

fines, 
faithful delegate bills malarkey! You are being sold a falsity and if you don't KNOW 
better, you buy it. 

"A convention of states" is a made up term by convention pushers, is 
found NOWHERE in Art V and nowhere in the Constitution! Stop "believing" 
Convention salesmen! 

Start "KNOWING" for yourself for you are gambling with the bedrock of this country, 
the first and ONLY CONSTITUTION of its kind on the planet. For this, you need 
FACTS, 
Critical thinking, not BELIEFS! For only YOU can open that Convention door by 
"applying" (congress CALLS, remember) and that alone is what you are being USED 
for--to get that now closed door OPEN! 

But if you want a new form of government by rewriting, deleting or abolishment of 
our Constitution, 

then please go ahead and give the globalists what they are salivating for-a NEW 
CONSTITUTION. And, to Republicans this means COSP and ALEC. 

Getting an ART Convention, 
the way is paved seamlessly for a NAU, a North American Union. And perhaps you 
should, considering how well the EU is going! Loi! An Art. V would be your GIFT to 

globalists. 

Do not sell our Constitution. 
COSP and ALEC are great salesmen. 

Regrets will mean little to the American people AFTER the deed is done. And once 

fed. has enough states, Congress CALLS ( meaning Delegate selection, rules, etc.,) it 
will be too late for regrets. 



Our first constitution, the Articles of Confederation were abolished in the SAME 
MANNER you are being fooled into today! 

Be a NO to FIVE. You are told: "Oh, don't listen to nay sayers, they are just trying to 
scare you. We are applying for a Constitutional Convention for the "SOLE PURPOSE " 
of adding a few amendments. It won't be Runaway!" (Of course, they neglect to tell 
you the-same spiels were given to the 13 Colonies which ABOLISHED our first 

Constitution and changed state ratification from 100% to NINE of the colonies -
AND, that 1787 was a DEFINITE, by any stretch, Runaway) 

And of course, again, you are TOLD "don"t worry, states have to ratify whatever 
comes out of the Convention." Really? then check out NewStates Constitution, 

already on the shelf waiting, which calls for NO state ratification! It calls for 
Presidential Referendum! 

\ 
Do NOT "believe" even me--KNOW for yourself! 
Study your history! Read Par.2, DOI. 

Read Federalists 40, par 15. 
At least you will be walking in KNOWING that you truly will be detonating the nuclear 

bomb within Art. V. 
That is all I ask of you. (USA Constitution is the last ironclad document standing in 

the way of Globalists!) Do not reduce yourself to a rubber stamping parliamentary 
lackey like the EU/Brussels now have. In the near future, our states will again 

become more important, not less--as they currently are. The 10th amendment gives 
you the absolute right if you just stand square on it. 

Respectfully, 
Kay Causey-descendant of Edward and .John Rutledge who signed the Declaration 
of Independence and our present constitution respectively-I add this for the sole 

purpose of letting you know I HAD to study the Constitution since a child, and know 
the suffering the founders endured for the sake of posterity-

and a 5,000 year miracle 




